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The Future Teachers
Association will meet on
Friday , May 21, at 12:30
p.m. in Room 03208.
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BGU Safe
By Steve Young
The House Higher Education
Committee last week narrowly
defeated legislation to eliminate
the Board of Governors Univer
sities (BGU) and the Board of
Regents (BOR), though spon
sors of the legislation said they
are not ready to give up yet. The
measure failed by one vote.
The plan would have replaced
the BGU and the BOR, which
each oversees several public
universities, with local boards
for each university, including
Governors State University.
Sponsors of the bill insist that
the plan would save money, giv
ing university officials more
control and make higher educa
tion more accountable.
Opponents argue the measure
would cost taxpayers more mo
ney, cut into resources presently
shared by the universities and
generally weaken the political
position of some universities
within the board system.
Michelle Brazell, spokesper
son for the BGU, said the board
was optimistic after the vote, but
they know the fight is not over.
"We are very pleased with the

-

For Now

vote," she said. "However, it
would be a mistake to believe
this is over. We will continue to
talk to legislators until the end of
the session. We're not going to
let up, because they're not going
to let up."
Lt Governor George Kustra,
whose Task Force on Higher
Education first recommended
the elimination, will also con
tinue to fight. "The Lt. Governor
is disappointed with the vote,"
said Jim Bray, Chief of Staff to
the Lt Governor. "But, the close
numbers indicate that there may
be enough support to resurrect
the measure before the end of
the legislative session." Bray
did not rule out attaching the
measure to other legislation as a
rider or using it as a bargaining
chip at the end of the sessi n.
Rep. Bill Black (R-Danville),
an assistant minority leader who
sponsored the bill. reportedly
said he will try to pass the meas
ure later. Black also said the is
sue may be used as a bargaining
chip when deals are cut at the
end of the session.
If the legislation passes, the
illinois Board of Higher Educa
tion would remain the umbrella

board governing the twelve
campuses of the state's ten pub
lic universities. At present, the
BGU oversees Eastern Illinois
University in Charleston, West
em Illinois University in Ma
comb, and Northeastern Illinois
University and Chicago State
University, both in Chicago, as
well as GSU.
The BOR would be replaced
by local boards at Northern Illi
nois University in DeKalb and
Illinois State University in Nor
mal. Sangamon State University
in Springfield would become
the University of Illinois at
Springfield. The state's other
public universities, Southern Il
linois University and the Uni
versity of illinois, would not be
affected. since they both already
have their own governing
boards.
The new local boards at GSU
and the other schools would
each have seven trustees ap
pointed by the governor with the
consent of the senate. Under the
plan, the boards would maintain
skeletal staffs drawn from exist
ing university positions.

Banned Film Screened For Third
World Conference

•

The Panama Deception, di

rected by GSU alum Barbara
Trent, was screened April 29 as
part of the GSU Third World
Conference.
The film won an Oscar for
Best Documentary at this year's
Academy Awards, but has been
surrounded in controversy. Pub
lic Television has refused to air

the fllm, which challenges the
notion that U.S. forces invaded
Panama to remove Manuel
Noriega from power in 1989.
Instead, the film asserts that the
invasion was staged to give con
trol of the Panama Canal back to
the United States.
Trent addressed the audience
before and after the screening
and encouraged them to write to

Summer Music Festival
to Feature GSU
Graduates
Formerly the Folk Festival,
this year's Summer Music Fes
tival has been expanded and
will be a multi-cultural event.
Among
the
performers
scheduled to appear in the June
19 Summer Music Festival are
former and current Governors
State University students Tom
and Chris Kastle, Kevin
O'Connor, and Jude Laude. All
will appear on the outdoor am
pitheater stage.
GSU graduates Tom and
Chris Kastle use maritime his
tory and first-hand experience
to tell the musical stories of
people who work and sail our
waterways.
Irish and Gaelic folk music
will be brought to the stage by
former GSU student Kevin

O'Connor and his band. Guitar,
bass, mandolin, and an Irish
drum, called a boardian, will be
used to produce the melodic
sounds of this Irish-American
folk group.
The unique sounds of Haitian
music will be presented by a
band called Tchaka. Current
GSU student Jude Laude is a
member of this group.
A number of other perform
ers will be featured in this
noon-7 p.m. event It is spon
sored by the GSU Special
Events Committee, Student
Life Advisory Council.
All are invited to attend.
Bring lawn chairs, blankets,
snacks and coolers (please, no
alcohol).
For more information, call
534-4550.

Cinco de Mayo
Celebration a Success
The Special Events and Multicultural Enhancement Committee of
the Student Life Advisory Council and the Latino Student Union
sponsored a "Cinco de Mayo" celebration May 5.
Two programs concerning Mexican history were presented by
Antonio Delgado. Zazhil, an authentic Mexican band, performed
contemporary Latin music. To close the program, "The Martyrs of
the Alamo", a silent film was scree ned. The film's racist, slanderous
imagery and messages were then discussed.
Attendees found the event enlightening and entertaining.

J �� s o n� ��!

Professor Win � D � s
Governors State University
Professor Jay Boersma won
$1,000 in computer software for
designing computer icons for
two software manufacturers.
He submitted 100 icons, the
little symbols or pictures that
represent programs and documents on a computer.

wnw to persuade the station
to air the fllm.
Anyone interested in pursuing
the matter, should write to Rich
ard J. Bowman, Senior Vice
President, WTTW - Channel 11,
5400 N. St. Louis, Chicago, Ill.
60625.

QUICK!!!

" ith th
y
P
Macintosh and Windows computers, both of which rely on a
graphical user interface for their
easeofuse, thecreation of effective and appealing icons has become a rapidly growing field
within the graphic design area,"
Professor Boersma explained.

e
graphy professor
submitted his icon designs to Inline Design and Microseeds,
publishers oflcon 7. His designs
were among the top 10 entries
selected for creativity, appropriate functionality and adherence
to Apple's human interface
guidelines.

Psych-Counseling Department to
Host P.C . '93
The Psychology and Counsel

ing Department are putting the
finishing touches on P.C. '93,
their annual gala, to be held Fri
day, June 4th, 1993, at the Mat
teson Holiday Inn. This year's
gala will feature a dinner dance,

light entertainment and recogni
tion of students for academic ex
cellence. The Disc Spinners will
provide music for dinner and
dancing throughout evening.
Graduate and undergraduate
students and teachers in psy
chology and counseling, interns,

supervisors, alumni, and their
guest are all invited to attend.
Tickets are $20.00 per person,
and are available from Shirley
Grant in the Psychology and
Counseling office.

Members of GSU's Model UN Program having fun in
the Big Apple. Story and pictures on pages 6 and 7.
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Guvvy's Bits
by Barbara A. Johnson

GONE, GONE, GONE ... Guvvy's needs a new writer to begin
in the Fall. H you SEIZE TilE OPPORTUNITY NOW, the
column comes complete with Guvvy's personalized INSTRUC
TIONS AND FILING SYSTEM. If you're reading this, someone
else is too, so boogie on down and sign up now. The INNOVA
TOR is located in A 2300. Just follow the footprints into A
building.
DO 30 MILES OR S MILES ON A BIKE or anything in
between will help the American Cancer Society provide RE
SEARCH, EDUCATION, AND PATIENT AND COMMU
NITY SERVICES here in Illinois. The route is through the
SCENIC SOUTH SUBURBS of Chicago Heights, Park Forest,
Matteson, Flossmoor and University Parle. The ride begins at 8
a.m. on Sunday, June 6. Riders may start at any point after
registering. It is NOT A RACE, so bring your kids and take your
time. Call 754-2700 for registration information and details.
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GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY

MEMORANDUM

MEMORANDUM

TO:Students
FROM:Paula Wolff, President
DATE:April12,1993
SUBJECT:GSU'S FUTURE
The (almost) final new mission of the University
is printed below. I would like your help as we move
into the operational stage of the planning process.
How do we implement this mission? Specifically,
what does it mean to students for us to put the
mission into practice? Please take a few minutes to
note on the opposite of this memo your thoughts
about how we do this. Thank you!

To: Paula Wolff
From:
Date:
Subject: Implementing GSU's New Mission

.••

OUTCOME
OF
MISSION REVIEW

Governors State University's primary mission is
teaching. It provides an affordable and accessible
undergraduate and graduate education to its cultur
ally and economically diverse life-long learners.
The liberal arts and sciences are the foundation of
the University's academic programs; these pro
grams generally emphasize professional prepara
tion.
Governors State has a strong commitment to
cultural diversity in every facet of university life.
The University values its multicultural community
of students, faculty and staff as they learn together
throughout their lives. It addresses the needs of the
traditional and nontraditional learners through the
breadth of its curriculum, through flexible teaching
strategies, and through advanced instructiocal
technologies.
Governors State University, located south of
Chicago, is an active partner in the economic and
social development of the surrounding metropoli
tan regions, preparing informed and concerned
citizens and providing them a global perspective in
an interdependent world.

ACOUSTIC AITRACTIONS AVAILABLE
at Edgar's
Place Coffee House. Linda Boyle will perform on Saturday, May
15 at 8 p.m. Edgar's is located in the Unitarian Universalist
Community CHURCH ON SYCAMORE DRIVE in Park Forest.
It's easy to find, Sycamore is just SOUTH OF STEGER off of
Western. A $4 donation is requested at the door and SOME
THING FOR TilE BASKET to cover the cost of refreshments.
Call Steve Aultz for more info or if you wish to PERFORM AT
A COFFEEHOUSE.
•••

BUY ME SOME PEANUTS AND CRACKERJACK and
limit the hot dogs while at the ballpark this summer, according to
the American Heart Association of Metropolitan Chicago. To
limit fat, cholesterol and weight gain, AHA recommends eating
a pre-game meal. When at the park, the best choices for MAIN
TAINING A HEART-HEALTIIY DIET are a •big, hot pretzel
(brush off most of the salt), •crackerjack, licorice and other
non-chocolate candies, •Italian Ice or frozen yogurt instead of ice
..•

cream.

Slapshots

By Victoria Kloske

Colle� Food �rn�s:
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Student Senate Election Results

WANNA GO NATURAL with your landscaping plans? A
free NATIVE PLANT LANDSCAPING workshop is offered on
Sunday, May 23 at the Gibson Woods Nature Center in Ham
mond,IN Gust across the border.) Native varieties provide a
SENSE OF PLACE, living in balance with each other and provide
FLOOD AND EROSION CONTROL. The program starts at 2
p.m. Call (219) 844-3188 for pre-registration.
•••

The Student Senate has several new members as a result of
elections held near the end of
last trimester.
Serving as Students Large will
be Mark D. McGhee, Arthur C.
Austin, Varghese Mathew,

QUIT SMOKING NOW ... and you won't suffer the with
drawal as GSU GOES SMOKELESS on July 1. Call your physi
cian for a prescription for the NICOTINE PATCH OR GUM or
call the American Cancer Society in Chicago Heights for infor
mation about support groups. It is easier to quit at a time when
you have to CHANGE SMOKING PATTERNS anyway. Call the
Cancer Society at 754-2700 and make a smoke-free GSU the time
for a SMOKE-FREE YOU.

Tammy Jo Maher and Luke
Helm, Jr.
Representing the College of
Business and Public Administration will be Brenda Stennis.
From the College of Education,
Paula Knaack will be serving.
Representing the College of

Arts &

Sciences will be Chris
Lajcin.
Phil Coduti will represent the
Board of Governors University.
And representing the Illinois
Board of Higher Education will
be Varghese Mathew. . .
The next senate meeting ts
May 12 at 3 o.m.

HOUJ HRHY COUfG( G'RRDURTES
CRH GET IHTO R TOYOTR?

Queen's Knight Out
By J.B. Godfrey

Today, we'll start with a book review.
The Complete King's Indian by Raymond Keene and Byron
Jacobs (Henry Holt & Co.)

"The Complete King's Indian" is one book in a series of openings
covered by Henry Holt The book does give some refreshing
analysis in the Classical, Saemisch, Four Pawns, Averbach and g3
lines. The book not only gives analysis, but also gives instructiuonal
games. My only regret about the book is that it really did not cover
the 7...Na6lines as well as it should have been covered.
I feel the analysis was accurate, the games were not only instruc
tive, but decently played. If you play l.D4 or the King's Indian
defenses, this is a must buy.
Now, onto the problems:
givt up 1 pie� to stop mate.
99 again the first <l�p is to r�move tbe

Black must now
In DiDGrDm
for tLe

cru�..J square.

I.Rall

2.Q.Q�

cover

R.R

Q-U

I

WITH THE TOYOTA
CLASS OF 'tJl BETRIL FIHAHCIHG PliOGliA",
JUST ABOUT AU OF THE".

See? College was worth it Your degree
is your key to the Toyota you've always
wanted. If you're a graduate of a four
year college, graduate school or regis
tered nursing program, Toyota has

�

special finance rates for you. Rates with no money down. And a 90-day deferred paymen *

What's more, the Toyota Retail Financing Program is available a year after and up to SlX
months before you actually graduate. And you can finance any new Toyota - the Paseo hown

.2....
3.hR
�. 1·86
S.QxQch
6. 1·011

Blacl

...

Q-11
Qxl
Q·l1
KaQ

an attractive lea ing program is also available. For complete information
and qualification requirements, as well as the location of your nearest

� dreams,

Toyota dealer, ju t calll-800-5-COLLEGE. The car or truck of yo

R-.iana

serms to ha"e found on
3

here, or a Corolla, Tercel, 4x4, whatever moves you. Should you want to lease your new Toyota,

R·IClll

od�uate defense.

Not so. Jf th� Queen Is Ia� en�- R x R mate follows.
In conpmct,.,. u:ith comm<�nd of tJ.e long diagar.ol by tJ..
BW.op Wrute ""'Y build up various types of mati!lg threats.

and financing you won't lose sleep over. Bet you can really get mto that.

See Your Local Toyota Dealer.
---

.. ... ...... .ou O o•• -•••• •

TOYOTA �
MOTOR
CREDIT
CORPORATION

"I low what you dojJr mt!'

®TOYOTA

• ..,_

•"'"J-7

..,.._

tU II<
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To
Your
Health
By Dr. Leonard Robinson

Q: Does alcohol protect against heart disease?
A: There have been several studies suggesting that drinkers of red
wine (two drinks per day), have fewer cardiac events than non-drink
ers. There are also a few reports that wine drinkers in particular are
less likely to die from coronary artery disease (CAD) than other
alcohol drinkers.
It was recently reported in the American Journal of Cardiology that
wine drinkers were more likely to be white, women, and college
graduates, who smoked less and consumed fewer drinks per day. The
implication is that wine drinkers have lower cardiovascular risk
profiles,and this was the reason for the lower CAD mortality. The
study did show that red wine drinkers had a clear reduction in CAD
risk when compared with white wine drinkers.
There is a fair amount of evidence suggesting that a couple of
glasses of wine per day decreases CAD. It is thought that alcohol
protects the heart by increasing the high density lipoprotein (or
HDL), which is the good cholesterol. This study in the American
Journal of Cardiology is interesting because it asks the question, is it
the wine itself, or the associated lifestyle differences that confer the
protective effect Until a large, comprehensive study is done that
controls these lifestyle differences such as diet and exercise, one
cannot state affumatively that wine or any other type of alcohol
protects against heart disease.

For Common Sense Advice

Buddhist
Celebration
Buddhists from around the
Chicago area will be celebrating
the Visakha Festival on June 5,
at the Buddhadharma Medita
tion Center in Hinsdale, starting
at 5 p.m. There will be music
and dance performances, sev
eral kinds of meditation instruc
tion and Thai food will be sold.
There will also be an exhibit
area explaining the beliefs and
activities of all the ethnic and
non-ethnic Buddhist groups in
the Chicago area. The Visakha
Festival is the time when Ma
hayana Buddhists celebrate the
birth of the Buddha, while for
Theravadin Buddhists it is a
celebration of the enlightenment
and death of the Buddha.
There is no charge to attend
the festival, however, free-will
offerings will be accepted. The
Meditation
Buddhadharma
Center is located at 8910 Kin
gery in Hinsdale.

Ask Jenny
Dear Jenny:

I have been involved with my current boyfriend since high school.
Since we graduated three years ago, he bas shown no interest in
fmding a job or in attending college. I attend school full-time and
work part-time. I love my boyfriend but I want him to do more with
his life so we can have a future together. He either bangs around
with his friends or bangs around here at school waiting for me. I
really want this relation to work, but if be does not decide soon what
be wants to do with his life, I might be forced to leave him. What
should I do.
In Love with a Loser
Dear In Love With A Loser:

Let your boyfriend know bow you feel. After that (since your
boyfriend is always here on campus waiting for you) talk to him
about enrolling in college. He can also apply for work-study
employment once he is enrolled. If he refuses, look for love
elsewhere.

Dear Readers:

Ladies I have been getting complaints from guys who say they
do not know what you want in a man. The guys say you send them
mixed messages and are only looking for money and good looks.
Is this true? Write me and let me know bow you feel and what you
are looking for in a guy. Guys what are you looking for?
Ifyou need advice, drop a note to Jenny at the Innovator office

(A2300).

Employee of the Month

If you have any healJh related question, please send them to the
editor an d I will answer. If you'd lilce a personal reply, send a
confidential letter, including name, and address, to me at Ingalls
Family Care Center, 4647 W. Lincoln Hwy., Matteson, Ill. 60443.

Debra Conway, secretary in the Student Life Division, has been
named April Employee of the Month.
A long time employee, Conway is currently the only perman ent
secretarial staff in her entire unit Aside from her normal secretarial
duties, she supervises student employees during the day at the busy
Student Life Division Service Counter.
Conway has been teaching herself data base management and
continues to expand her word processing capabilities. She has as
sisted in redesigning the Division's Lost and Found. She has also
redesigned and reconfigured numerous forms that have improved
office efficiency.
Congratulations to Debra Conway, April Employee of the Month.

Business Seminar
A seminar entitled "How to Start Your Own Business" will be held
Friday, June 25 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at GSU.
This one day seminar will cover information on preparing a busi
ness plan, obtaining fmancing for your business, the legal aspects of
organizing a business, advertising and marketing, recordkeeping,
taxes and insurance. The seminar is intended for new start-ups, as
well as existing businesses in need of expert advice.
The cost of the seminar is $45, which includes lunch and materials.
It is sponsored by the Small Business Development Center. For more
information, call (708) 534-4929.

CLINTON'S H EALTH CA R E HIGH JINKS
by TERRY CRANE
Crisis. This is a word that poli
ticians like Bill and Hillary love
to use. It promotes a sense of
urgency and helps to mobilize
people behind a common cause.
What better cause than the Na
tional Health Care Crisis? With
thirty-eight million Americans
uninsured and millions of chil
dren without proper immuniza
tion, what more would you need
to lend your support, contribu
tions, tax dollars, or whatever it
is being called this week?
How about a villain? Every
good crisis has one and this cri
sis is no exception. Rich guy
doctors, money grabbing un
feeling pharmaceutical tycoons,
Republicans, and all of you who
feel that you pay enough taxes
already. Coincidentally, these
are the same type of people who
tie the American public to the
railroad tracks in every liberal
melodrama
Bill Clinton is never at a loss
to explain how this crisis is the
result of the rich and powerful
versus the poor, right comrades?
There is, however, one ele
ment that seems to be missing
from Bill's rhetoric- the truth.
Now, I realize that Bill Clinton
does not often concern himself
with the truth, and I would not

be so rude to suggest that he is a
liar, so, in good politically cor
rect fashion, I'll just say that he
suffers from alternative re
sponse syndrome.
Let's start with Clinton's first
misconception, which is that the
uninsured receive no medical
care. Section 9121 of Consoli
dated Omnibus Budget Recon
ciliation Act of 1985 requires
that hospitals provide medical
screening to anyone who re
quests it. If treatment is neces
sary, it must be given, without
regard for the persons ability to
pay. This is federal law, bow
ever, the brilliant lawyer Hillary
Clinton seems unaware of it
The American Medical Asso
ciation estimates that lifetime
care for an AIDS patient aver
ages $102,000. What if they
can't pay? The cost is picked up
by the government, drugs, treat
ment, homecare, all of it
Where is the crisis?
The American Hospital Asso
ciation estimates that hospitals
provide 10 billion dollars worth
of uncompensated care every
year.
What about children and im
munization? Again, Bill Clinton
says there is a crisis. During the
last Easter egg hunt at the White
House, Clinton said that the Re
publicans were holding the na
tion's children hostage by not

passing his stimulus package,
part of which was an immuniza
tion bill. According to Republi
cans in congress, there is, as of
March 1993, over 900 million
dollars left for children's immu
nization. This would indicate
that, not only do we provide for
immunization, but we have
more money to do so. You can
bet that Clinton didn't put im
munization packets in all those
little Easter eggs.
Let's tum our attention to the
villains on this crisis. Surely
Clinton has a point concerning
these greedy dirtbags. I admit
that United States pharmaceuti
cal companies produce most of
the world's new drugs, and that
it is against federal law for these
companies to advertise competi
tive prices which lower costs. I
also admit that federal regula
tions add millions of dollars to
the cost of new drugs. Why are
drugs so expensive? Only Bill
Clinton would ask.
Doctors, they have to be the
source of the crisis. They make
all kinds of money, well, some
of them do. Interns and general
practitioners make less on aver
age than plumbers, but/ haven't
heard Clinton talk about the Na
tional Plumbing Crisis. Of
course, many doctors do make
good salaries. They perform a
vital function and they do so be-

cause of extensive, expensive
study and dedication. If I could
bat 300 all summer, I could
make a salary that would dwarf
that of a doctor while perform
ing a function that is not vital at
all. Why don't we regulate what
everybody makes.
Lets talk about a real crisis.
This crisis is called Bill's Health
Care. It begins with misinfor
mation and deception. It in
volves closet door meetings
where doctors and other health
care professionals are told to
keep out After a list of individu
als who are involved in creating
this new program was made
public, The Wall Street Journal
published the names and asked
their readers to call in if they
knew who any of them were.
On September 24, 1992, Clin
ton boasted that his health care
reform would not cost Ameri
cans any additional taxes, and
would control health care costs.
Estimates from Clinton's health
care Board now put the cost at
about 150 billion dollars a year.
This figure is not surprising.
Since the government created
Medicare and Medicaid, their
costs have risen by 1,903% and
a whopping 22,500% respec
tively. These numbers are from
the Congressional Budget Of
fice, so they could be even
higher. Where is the money go-

ing to come from? Where does
it always come from?
New tax ideas include a direct
tax taken from the employee's
check, (like FICA and Social
Security), or a new value added
tax (VAT) that the administra
tion says could be as high as

22%.
Clinton has given his approval
to a new kind of health care re
form in Washington State. This
system, Clinton says, could be a
prototype for the nation. How
ever, in Washington, due to cost,
they realized that they cannot
cover everything, which means
they will have to ration health
care.
Put it all together and you have
less health care for more money.
There's change for you.
Certainly, our health care sys
tem is not perfect, but it is far
from the mess that Clinton
makes it out to be. It would be
much better to examine the sys
tem truthfully, and deal with
problems individually, than to
try this grand misguided over
haul.
If our system is basically
sound, why all the rhetoric and
deception? Why the need for ad
ditional billions of dollars? A
good question, and one I leave
to you.
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WinPro Model1244
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199
14" 640 X 480 .42•. VGA
245
14" 1024 X 768 .39M. 5lper VGA Color
299
14" 1024 x 768 .21.. 5lper VGA Color
14" 1024 X 768 .2a... 5lper VGA Nolllt"'-1 Color_349
17" 1210 X 1024 .2 ... . 5lper VGA Mol..,..., Celor_899

• 486SLC/25MHz Processor
•4MB RAM Exp. to 16MB
• 130MB Hard Drive
• .39mm Color SVGAMonitor
•1024 x 768 VGAw/512K Exp. to 1MB
•3 Drive Bays
• Ports: 1 Parallel, 2 Serial
•5 Expansion Slots
• Includes: 3-Button Mouse, 10 1-Key
Keyboard
•Software: DOS 5.0, MS-Windows 3.1,
MS-Works for Windows, MS-Productivity
Pock, Quicken for Windows, Viruscan
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Leadtng Edge monitors tnclude a Two Year Garry-In or One Year On-Stte Warranty when purchased at the
same lime as a Leading Edge computer. Limit one momtor per computer. Monitors purchased separately
have a Carry-in or Matl-In One Year Warranty from Leading Edge.

($36 per moath)'

I

-

'Twt Y• Carry-11 W..-.ty. 1st 60 ..,s O!t-Sitt wltlil S ... flllls tf .y EUK-TEI flcllty.
ElEK-TEK is an authonzed lltildtng Edge Repair ServiCeS Center
lead1ng Edge and lead1ng Edge logo are reg1stered traderTlarks of Lead1ng Edge Products. Inc

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ALL STORES:

(708) 677-7660

LOOP
105 w Adai"S
(Comet ot Clarf< & Adams)
Clllcqo ORDER Hollilll

ROLLING MEADOWS
Meado<w> Town M I 1.00 E Golf Rd
( lntmeciJOn ol Golf & Algonq""')

LINCOLNWOOD
6557 N L..nco A

WILLOWBROOK
Ku1gery HOQhwly IRI. 13) tt 63td St
H111sdaitlalt Commons Sitoppong C1r.

(312) 541-1234

STORE HOURS lololldiy-Frid.ly H (lW WBl 9-9 (RM) 8 30-7 (lOOil) •
Saturday 11>-5 (All Storts) • Sunday 12·5 (lW WB. & RM) Closed (lOOill

ELEK·TEK.
Tlte CO#t(JIIter Wonderland
Since
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Editorials
Congratulations
On Lurid Issue
Re: the Innovator of April 15,
the "most lurid issue ever!"
Congratulations on the front
page layout. Sex, drugs, vio
lence and condoms always grab
an audience, and the priorities of
your front page surely mirror
those of society. You probably
should have charged 15 cents a
copy and made back your cost.
With regard to "The Priest,"
there is no question. The price
we should be happy to pay for
the freedom of ideas to circulate
is the occasional appearance of
an obnoxious idea. No, after
reading "The Priest," I would
not hire Mr. Pritchett to babysit
my grandchildren, but I resent
the efforts of those who would
"protect" me - - and the rest of us
-- from Pritchett's ideas. I need
to be able to protect myself.
Good taste cannot be legislated
and one person's pornography
might well be someone else's
marriage. Once we start "pro
tecting," where does it end?
Fmally, Louis Schultz's fine
story on condom machines did
not explain why these devices -
dispensing
only
condoms
"tested and approved by the
University" HAH! are dispro
portionately located on the third
floor.
Keep up lhe good work!
--

EU Segal
Professor of Media Commu
nication
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Act Like An Editor
Recently I picked up the April 1 GSU Innovator and saw your
editorial titled Editorial Terrorism. I feel compelled to tell you how
I feel about this piece. I do not know if the new Innovator came out
and if you published the poem "The Priest" which was the topic of
your editorial; nevertheless, what I wish to say may stick with you if
another poem of this sort comes your way.
Ftrst, you should have looked at past Innovator issues and seen if
material of this so-called 'graphic" nature was printed. Maybe the
atmosphere at GSU calls for strict censorship, maybe the students
and faculty would be repulsed by it
Second, you should have spoken with your fellow newspaper staff
workers about whether the poem should or should not be printed.
Thirdly, you said in the editorial that� think it is printable. You
are the editor. You make the fmal call. You should have training in
this field to make decisions with your co-workers, without asking the
people who read your paper. What if you had a deadline and were
faced with a poem or column that is well written like "The Priest"
and you had to decide if it was to be printed or not? You wouldn't
have time to consult all hundreds or thousands of your readers. You
have to use xow:judgement, yes let's print it or no let's not print it.
and face the consequences.
You said "I also hate the thought of myself censor." Look at
yourself! You� a censor. You are an editor! If you hate this part of
your job, then this isn't thejob for you.
You said in the third to last paragraph that "my ballot is cast in favor
of the publication." Then print it! Why did you even come before the
readers and ask them the question? You are the editor - you make the
decisions with the input of your co-workers - then you sit back and
face the opinions.
This letter comes to you from a reporter at the Kankakee Daily
Journal. I was on my college newspaper staff for three years, the
photography editor for the college paper and yearbook, and the editor
of the college's literary magazine in my senior year.

The Priest Of Bad
Poetry
Iambic pentameter crawls across the floor,
I try to use it, but its such a chore.
So I slap it upside it's establishmentarian, conformist,
censoring, standard demanding head.
Dino, Barney Rubble, Fred.
Without much to say, I'm forced to shock,
PENIS, VAGINA and a fum BUTTOCK!
Guess I'll get me some students to sign a petition,
And write about personally motivated emission.
I'll get a condom, (they're giving em out free).
But condoms can't protect you from bad poetry.
So I hack and I stab and the words start flowing,
strange thing is, my pencil starts growing.
My words bleed and die, what does it mean?
I've committed atrocities against my self-esteem.
So what have we learned from this poetic mess?
If I had written "The Priest" I would never confess.
And how.
Author's note:
It is important to remember that standards are not put in place to
deny peoples freedom of speec h. They are there because people
expect a certain level of quality. If it were not for standards, anyone
could be a poet or artist, a teacher or doctor. Standards are there to
meet or exceed, so that, as a society, we can move forward through
the efforts of individuals.
A good lesson, I think, for would-be writers, petition signers and
the Innovator staff.
Terry Crane

Miss Tracy Ahrens

Thanks For Returning Purse
To The Wonderful Woman
Who Found My Bag:
I had just read in The lnnovator that Governors State University was honored as being lhe
Safest State University in Dlinois for the past two years. It
made me feel proud and safe. As
I looked for my bag to get some
money to buy a cup of coffee, I
realized it was gone. I felt sick
all over. I had never lost my
purse in my life (and it's been a

pretty long life!). I retraced my
steps to the micro-filming area
of the Library and down to the
washroom and tried to keep putling one foot in front of the
olher.
That wallet not only held my
driver's license and olher personal items, it also had over
$100 in it I had bee n saving for
months for some personal things
I really needed, and that money
was especially precious to me.
When I found the Lost and

Found area in Student Life, they
recognizedmy face(through the
panic and tears) from my picture
on my driver's license. A lovely
young woman "walked" me
down to Security. I had no idea
where it was and was so panicked, I am sure I wouldn't have
found it anyway. It was there,
money and all, and the people
were all wonderful to me.
I don't know who you are, but
I thank you for being so honest.
You can't know how hard I've

worked overtime to save that
money. You certainly didn't
know how much I needed the
things it's going to buy, but you
just did the "right thing." That's
what I like about Governors
State and the people here. I am
very proud of you and forever in
your debt You have reinforced
my position as "a believer" in
this place and its people.
Rachel Pless
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�ttended MUN National Conference

by Barbara A. Johnson

A record number of GSU students were able to attend the National Conference of the
Model U.N. program in New York. Sixteen students from three of GSU's four colleges
attended the conference April 5 10.
The conference was held at the Grand Hyatt Hotel adjacent to Grand Central Station.
The hotel is wallcing distance from the actual United Nations. Students from each
delegation attend briefmgs with national representatives at the U.N. This year, GSU
students were briefed by the Islamic Republic of Mauritania, the country which they
represented, and the State of Israel.
The conference is held every year during what is Spring Break for most schools in
the nation. GSU students must make up any missed classwork on their return in addition
to preparing for the conference.
-

G�l! students attending were: �uke Helm and Karnre Farmer
, C�Head Delegates;
Baltzer, John Bednarski. Kyle Danhausen, Lisa Ellis, Joe
Golchini Henry
Haupt. B� Johnson, Rich Kiefer, Varghese Mathew,
Kelly
Shark
ey, Matthew
Sop1arz, V:mce Volpe, Nancy Weigel and Jennifer Winternh
eimer
.
Mode
l
U.N.
adviser,
Larry Levmson, accompanied the group.
e
odel
� �
f! .N. program broadens a student's knowledge of political, economic and
� 1ssues � the global context. It also
demonstrates bow the United Nations
functions as an mstrumer.t address those issues.
Dr. Levinson developed the program at GSU. contin
uing
the Model U.N. before coming to GSU. Fu ding for the GSUinvolvement he had with
�
.
.
the Office of S�dent Life VIa the Student L1fe Advisory Councdelegation comes from
il (SLAC).
�e program IS open to all students at GSU. For more information, contact Larry
Levmson at 534-4567 or Lamonda Kidd at 534-4552.
Ouistine

The 16 GSU students who participated in this year's Model United
Nations program not only learned the art of negotiation and compro
mise, but also bow to function in a multi-cultural atmosphere.
This year GSU was assigned the country of Mauritania As part of
their research, students learned the geography, economy, government
and culture of Mauritania. When they arrived in New York for the
conference. they were then to be Mauritanians.
They soon discovered that many other participating schools had no
idea where Mauritania was or why Mauritania should be concerned
about the many world issues to be discussed at the Model UN.
(Mauritania is an Islamic Republic on the northwest coast of Africa.)
GSU students were expected to write position papers on what
Mauritania's position would be on several topics. These topics in
cluded: the impact of AIDS on society, environmental technology,
the issue of border integrity in the former Yugoslav Republic. agri
cultural subsidies, and enforcement of human rights and the territorial
boundaries of Isrnel. The difficult part of the task was to think as an
African and not an American. The topics forced students to take on
a culturally, and in some cases. an ethnically diverse role.
The position papers were critiqued by the staff of the Mauritanian
mission to the United Nations. Students then bad the opportunity to
discuss these papers with a Mauritanian mission representative. The
discussion was very lively and enlightening and students came away
with an enhanced view of Mauritania
The GSU team reflected a culturally diverse group in New York
itself. The students who represented GSU in New York were of aU
ages. ethnic and religious backgrounds and gender. They even rep
resented differing political points of view!
This year, Dr. Larry Levinson, advisor to the GSU Model UN
program. arranged a briefmg for GSU students with an Israeli repre
sentative to the Security Council. This briefing was especially inter
esting as the Security Council was in session dealing with the crisis
in Bosnia.
The Model UN program gives students an excellent opportunity to
improve their leadership skills and allows them to bring a great
experience back to this campus.
The Model UN program is open to all students, both undergraduate
and graduate. Meetings are held throughout the year in preparation
for the conferences. In addition. simulations are held on the GSU
campus.
Nancy Weigel
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American who moves to Ger
many shortly before the out
break of WW II to attend
graduate school. After Germany
invades Russia, Kurt decides to
renounce his American citizen
ship and to fight for Germany on
the Eastern, and, later, the West
em fronts. The story is tolct by
Kurt's twin brother, Carl, who,
ironically, fights for the USA
and against Germany in the war.
By recounting the experiences
and impressions of Kurt and
other characters, Carl tells what
it was like to live in and fight for
Germany during this tumultu
ous time.
Interwoven with the fictional
story of Kurt is an historical ac
count of Germany's experiences
in WW II. From his hindsight
perspective Carl broadly relates
the events leading up to the war,
Germany's invasion of France
and bombardment of Great Brit
ain, the entrance of the USA into
the war and the eventual defeat
of Germany. These historical
accounts allow Professor Culver

r
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to provide facts and information
that the fictional Kurt would not
have had any way of lrnowing.
For instance, through Carl's
omniscient point of view Pro
fessor Culver is able to tell the
reader that on November 15,
1940, Germany sent 449 planes
to bomb the English city of
Coventry, while the devastating
Allied attacks on the German
city of Hamburg involved over
3,000 airplanes and killed
42,000 people. This sort of in
f ormation, when mixed with the
story of Kurt, allows Professor
Culver to give a complete analy
sis of the causes and effects of
Germany's involvement in WW
II.
Professor Culver is most ef
fective when he focuses on the
experiences of Kurt and other
characters as the vehicles to ad
dress certain questions that re
main to this day about
Germany's involvement in WW
II, including how Hitler and the
Nazi Party came to power, and
why the German people allowed
Hitler to drag them into a war

that brought so

much nusery to
them and the rest of the world.
Kurt's feelings about and expe
riences with the Nazi Party and
World War II parallel those of
the German people. At frrst,
Kurt was supportive of the Nazi
Party. The Nazi party was able
to bring order out of the fman
cial and political chaos that fol
lowed Germany's defeat in WW
I. The Nazi Party was also the
only group in Germany to stand
up to and rebel against a Treaty
of Versailles that Germany felt
was terribly unfair to it
When Hitler first ordered the
invasions of Czechoslovakia,
Danzig and the Corridor, Kurt
was still supportive of the Nazi
Party. He felt that Hitler was
only reclaiming lands that le
gally belonged to Germany. He
never thought that these aggres
sions would lead to an all-out
war. Kurt reasoned that Ger
many and France were too un
concerned about Germany's
saber rattling, and that Hitler
was too clever to do anything
that would bring these two na-

lions into war against Germany.
When Germany invaded Russia,
Kurt renounced his American
citizenship and volunteered for
the German army because he felt
that he had a duty to help his
newly-adopted country fight its
arch enemy.
Great Britain's small , initial,
bombing raids over some of the
German cities frrst forced Kurt
and the German people to ac
lrnowledge that they were at
�ar. It was not until Kurt expe
nenced frrst-hand the brutality
of the struggle on the Eastern
front, however, that he started to
become disillusioned. When it
became apparent that Russia
and its Winter were much more
formidable opponents than the
Germans had anticipated, it was
too late for Germany to back out
of the war.
Although tired of war, Kurt
and the German people felt that
they had no alternative but to
continue fighting. Britain, with
the help of America, was fight
ing with renewed vigor, and ac
tually beating Germany on some

1993

tronts. Most discouraging for
the Germans was that they had
lost the air battle. In the best part
of the book, the reader sees
through the eyes of Kurt and
other characters the awful death
and destruction that the Allied
bombings brought to Hamburg,
what Kurt described in earlier
parts of the book as Germany's
prettiest city.
With the terrible destruction
of Hamburg and other German
cities, and surrounded by ene
mies on all sides, Germany de
veloped a siege mentality. The
war was no longer about con
quest, but about defending the
Mother Land from the venge
ance of the Allies. It was in this
frame of mind that Kurt reas
sumed his military duty in
France.
Journey .In1Q Darkness mixes
both solid historical research
and the fictional story of Kurt to
explain Germany's participa
tion in WW II. Those who want
to learn more about this fasci
nating time in history should
read Professor Culver's book .

•
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E A ST W E ST

PROS E, PO ETRY, P EO PLE
The same debate which led to

By Ramesh S Pai

tlle decision to write a column

After much debate I decided
that I would write a different sort
of a column. One in which I

led to a secondary debate on ti
tle. I pondered on titles for long
hours. India Diary, Reflections
of a Rebel without cause,
Straight from my Heart and
many more until I settled on
East West. Just what does East
West mean ? Kipling once omi
nously said that the "East is East
and tlle West is West and the
Twain
shall
never meet."
Kipling was a great writer by
any measure and I remember
growing up devouring stuff like
'The Jungle Book'. When I did
grow up and went on to more
serious reading I realized to my

would attempt to voice tlte deep
est of my dearly held beliefs in
the straightjacket straightfor
wardness of prose. For me writ
ing good prose has been a more
exacting task than dabbling in
' free verse'. Verse or worse, for
reasons beyond me, tllose po
ems seem to have gone well
with folks thus far. And I do not
mean the ' Innovator ' and its
tiny audience in particular. For
me poetry has been analogous to
an intense bout of seizure activ
ity. Neuronal hyperthermia is
tlle sickness. I think it was Col
eridge who once said that prose
is "words in their best order." I
think he also said that poetry is
"the best words in the best or
der." Correct me if I am wrong.

dismay that he had also said
things like "the brown man be
ing the white man's burden." I
was devastated. How could
someone who created Mowgli
say that? Today my anger has
cooled and I tend to view

Kipling as a victim of historical
circumstance rather than any
thing else. My intention is to
seek a dialogue on East and
West with me in tlle unenviable

position of observer. That
sounds grandiose ! It is a very
broad
and
encompassing
boundary that I lay out for my

self. It gives me the scope to
ramble, to roar and to be rarely
rambunctious. I have always
had a predilection for allitera
tion, especially in poetry. Some
day I hope to be remembered for
the alliterative style just as Hop
kins is remembered for 'sprung
rhytllm ' ! The ego is a fascinat
ing thing, not only does it take
care of its needs in the present
but its avarice extends beyond
death. Which reminds me of
'death poetry.' I think that every
serious poet (or every poet who
takes himself seriously) at
tempts death poetry at one time

'

•

or another. I have written many
ever since my mother died. I had
stopped to cry and the tears
found release as poetry. Open
weeping is frowned and poets
are constrained toward tlle 're
strained release of emotion' !
Mostly my death poetry reeks of
self-pity. It is as if I wish the
whole world would go into
mourning on my passing. I have
also chosen not to publish it, in
the popular press in India, for
fear of hurting my family.
Which reminds me of all that
fuss about the Pritchett poem.
That was a fine debate. My own
position on that poem is tll is.
There is no good or bad poetry,
eitller you like it or you do not.
What defmes a good poem? No
body can do so with enough
conviction let alone evidence. In
that sense I disagree With a lady
who based her rather judg
mental observations on 'exper-

To ALL Mothers, e'llerywhere, everyday.

MOTHER. ANOTHER WORD
FOR LOVE

R E FLECT IONS ON
A D EAD
H O U SE FLY
Musa Domesticus, alias
the common housefly

lies entombed in a crevice
of my desk lamp.
The heat lights up clearly
its membranous wings,
its gossamer wings
delicate in design,
once house and home
to its soul, which has
since then flown
for further homes down the
Karmic cycle.
Musa Domesticus,
creature from the past
yet in the present,

like we all are.
Descent from the common sea,
DNA.
The fly has DNA,

r

I have it,
the Buddha had it,
so did all the saints
all the sinners, before
and now.
Beyond nucleotides
into molecules, into atoms,
beyond protons, neutrons,
into leptons, muons,
beyond quarks into superstrings.
Beyond Schrodinger and Vedanta,
lies what?
Lies nothingness,
space,
' tlle final frontier'
within as without,
microspace and macrocosmos.
The fly could have been me,
I the fly,
nothing would have changed
in the scheme of the universe.
RAMESH S PAI
( Vedanta refers to the 'end of the Vedas', the creme da la creme of
Hindu metaphysical philosophy. Erwin Schrodinger was among the
greatest particle physicists of his time. )

You sacrificed part of your future,
So that I could have my own,
I didn 't understand it as a child,
But I do now that I am grown.
I didn't always have the best to
wear,
B ut my clothes were always clean
and neat,
I did not eat steak and eggs for
breakfast,
But at every meal I did eat.
You bandaged my cuts and bruises,
And held me when I was sick,
You reminded me of a magician,
With an endless bag of tricks.

lise' and 'background'. I dread
experts and especially experts of
poetry who apply the scrupulous
eye of scientific reductionism. A
poem is a unique thing, some
tlling created anew each time. It
stands on its own, away from tlle
overbearing arbitrariness of
some so called 'standards.'
The content of the Pritchett
poem was morbid and violent
and all that can be associated
with those two words but it was
a poem nevertheless. Can that
poem be seen in isolation of all
the violence that sweeps Ameri
can society day and night?
Again, was it a good poem or a
bad one ? And if it was bad why
was it noticed? Think of it, tlle
good goes almost always unno
ticed. Is tllere sometlling inher
ently good in bad that it gets
noticed? Food for thought !

Aftermath of Vio
lent
Crime
Ex
plored
A panel of experts will discuss
the special concerns involved in
working with victims of violent
crime Thursday, May 20, from
6-7:30 p.m. in the Sherman Re
cital Hall.
Extremely valuable informa
tion for law enforcement offi
social
counselors,
cials,
workers, medical professionals,
or anyone who may be dealing
with a victim during the after
math of a crime, will be offered.
Will County Assistant State's
Attorney Jim Glasgow will
moderate a panel including Char
Crotty, counselor; Rich Hobbs,
Defense Attorney; Christine
Opp, Cook County Assistant
State's Attorney; and Cynthia
White, Sergeant at the Chicago
Police Department The event is
presented by the Office of Stu
dent Development and the De
partment of Public Safety.

Mother, I am so grateful for you ,
And I thank God that you are mine,
B ecause of your trials and tribulations,
I ' ll make it through life j ust fine.
Sincerely Yours,
WiUiam E. Harper, II

P rofessor S e l ected as Fe l l ow
Governors State University
Professor Charles Hicks has

been selected GSU's 1 993-94
Board of Governors Universi
ties Affumative Action Fellow.
Dr. Hicks will be assigned to
Eastern Illinois University from
September 1993 through May
1994. His mentor for the pro
gram will be Dr. Charles Col
bert, vice president of business
affairs at EIU.

With Dr. Colbert's input and
shared responsibilities, Dr.
Hicks will learn university op
erations at Eastern Illinois, in
cluding

the management of

administrative services, aca
demic
computing,
central
stores, human resources, and
physical plant operations.
The BGU Affumative Action
Fellow program is designed to
expand and diversity the pool of
leadership talent within the
BGU system and increase mi
nority and female access to top
level
higher
education

administrative positions.
Dr. Hicks, a professor of mu
sic at Governors State, has been
on staff since 1982. The Home

wood resident has been primar
ily responsible for instrumental

music courses and conducts the

GSU Community Symphonic
Band.

A native of Mississippi, Dr.
Hicks received a bachelor's de
gree from Jackson State Univer
sity, a master' s degree from
Wayne State University in De
troit, and a doctorate from
Michigan State University.
Before coming to GSU, he
was assistant professor of music
and education at the University
of Missouri at St. Louis, and be
had taught community college
courses in Michigan. He was a
high school music teachers in
Detroit and Chicago public
schools.
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Packard B e l l 1 4..
Color Mon itors3
8548SVGL
1 024 x 768 t.28mm)
Low Radiation
Non-I nterlaced

•

Local Bus Video Controller - This feature incopor

ates new, powerful video acceleration technology to

/

create on-screen graphlc images quicker so they can
be used more efficiently. When in Windows, video

performance runs four ti mes taster than without local

bus video.
•

1

Packard Bell Offers even More Software including

MS-DOS, PB Navigator (except Model 1 07), MS
Windows 3.1 , Productivity Pack to make learning
Windows easy, MS-Works for Windows with Word
Art, MS Money, Best of MS-Windows Entertainment
ElfiHEI Price

�-·

Pack for PB featuring an exclusive collection of eight
$1 099

., ,. _.

$1 599

... ,. _
.

$1 499

$1 699

... ,. _.

.1 ,_ _.

games and Prodigy (except Model 1 07).

"'n Oesldop Computers Only.

Not attmated wrth any former Bell System .
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ALL STORES:
LOCATIONS:
LOOP

1 05 W Adams
(Corner ol Clar1t & Adams)

Clllcltt ORDER Holllllt

(708) 677-7660

ROLLING MEADOWS
Meldows Town Mal. 1400 E Golf Rd
(lnterseclloo ol Golf & Algonqlllfl)

(312) 541-1234

LINCOLNWOOD
1557 N IJncoln Ave

WILLOWBROOK
KlnQtfY Hoghwoy (Ill 13)1t 13td St
Hmsdele IJ!ko Common• Sllop,pong Cir

STORE HOURS: Mormy·ffldiy 9·8 (lW, WB) 9-9 (RM) 8 31H (loop) •
Satu� 1G-5 (AI Stores) • Surmy 12·5 (lW, WB. & RM) Closed (loop)

ELEK·TEK.
Tlte COH!fllter Wonderland
Since

1979

Ask for the ELEK·TEK Educationa l �lalllltl
Our Educational Specialist will help you l&nd out about special academic pricing on over
350 software programs and other computer products. Be sure to ask for the Educational
Specialist at each store or call our Educational Sales Department.

UNIVERSITIES/SCHOOLS CALL: 70� &n-7660, EXT. 5756
Apply for lie B.EK-TEK Credit cant Todayl
1

Credrt subject to approyal. Moo� payments exclude sales tax v.i1ere appOCable.
APR is 19.8% rmimum finance charge is 50 cems.

R!!lun!Policy: All sales are flllal except defet1Nes which wll be replaced wtth
1dentieal rnerchand1se only w.thln 3 wor1ung days for computers and large
penpherals and 30 days for other products. In no event wil ELEK·TEK be
hable for any damages whether inCidental. consequenbal or otherwise. Except as
stated here1n, no warrantieS (including f1tness for a partiCUlar purpose or
n•cllilllallltt) stall �. llls does rd redll:e 1he benell d tl'f �
warJ3111y Purchase ortlefs aa:epllld flom. �. G!Mmnert and
COIJ)Or3IOIS subject ID cred4 approval Large quantity bid and contract pncing
MJiable. AI products subject to � and all pni:es subject to change.
ELEK-TEK reserves the nght to limit quantJIJes
"Fu
u.-ll/kllll !711l m-1• Ell m.
""*-"1 . �... .(711) m-1•1
(711) 13).11.
_ .,.,._ �·-·(711) 1n-11t1
(711) 13l-11.
c:.,nll - .(711) 177-71A
c:.,nll (711) 112_,
Trlllill _. _ .(711) 112.-5
Tr1illi11
(711) m-7m
- ................(711) m-m1
s-s,oaet a...
1711) m-1111 Ell. rm
s,oca.1 a... ....... (711) m-1447
Notwort111 SoMces(711l m-1111 Ell. 5333
-.. SoMces !711l m-1•1
--m
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... . ..

EUK·T£K io not ._- fol � or prllllng orrars.
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The Arts
HAN S E N ' S C HO I C E

BY JOHN HANSEN
"Dragon:
Story" •••

The

Bruce

sticks in his hands and he looked

.sc.rious. I could tell from that

Lee

I remember when I was 10
years old, my parents took me to
a car show that featured unusual,
wacky cars. My interest in the
show was that the Batmobile
was going to be there. As any
one who grew up during that
period can attest to, the TV se

ries "Batman" was the hottest
thing going at the time. I soon
forgot about the Caped Crusader
when I saw the Green Hornet
car, however. It wasn' t the car
that impressed me though. It
was the large, poster-sized pic
ture of Bruce Lee that was lean
ing against the car. The year was
1973 and on the bottom of the
picture it read; In Memorium,
Bruce Lee, 1940- 1973.
At the time, I had little knowl
edge of Bruce Lee . I vaguely

remembered him as Kato, the
sidekick of the Green Hornet,
but he wasn't playing Kato in
this picture. The picture was
taken from Lee ' s last fllm, "En
ter the Dragon", and his muscu
lar body was stripped to the
waist glistening with sweat. He
was holding a pair of nunchaka

one picture that this guy was a
star.
Now, 20 years after his death,
the story of his life is finally
brought to film. Based on the

book � � The Man �
I � by his wife Linda Emery
Lee, "Dragon: The Bruce Lee

Story" is more of a sweet love
story than an intense kung-fu
flick.
The film is being released at an
incredible time due to the tragic
death of Bruce Lee' s son, Bran
don, only a few weeks ago. This
unfortunate circumstance, along
with the 20th anniversary of his
death, should generate new
found enthusiasm in the legend
of Bruce Lee.
Newcomer Jason Scott Lee
(no relation) plays Bruce Lee in
the film. He is a very engaging
actor, capturing much of the
charm and humor of the kung-fu
superstar. Although lacking in
intensity, this Lee does a good

job of imitating the voice, body,
and spirit of the original Lee.
The film traces Lee's life from
his beginnings in Hong Kong to
his eventual return to the United
States (because he was born in
San Franci::co, Lee was offi-

cially an American citizen). In
the States, he attends college at
the University of Washington in
Seattle, studying philosophy. It
is here that he meets his future
wife Linda (played with much
enthusiasm by Lauren Holly).
Thanks to Linda's constant
support and inspiration, Bruce
decides to open up a kung-fu
school teaching Jeet Kune Do,

his unique interpretation of the
martial arts that he has diligently
practiced since childhood. If
successful, Lee hopes to open up
a chain of schools all over the
country, "like McDonald's", he
says.
At a karate tournament in
which he dramatically demon
strates his incredible ability,
Bruce captures the eye of a tele
vision producer (played by
Robert Wagner). Soon, he is
cast in the role of Kato for the
show "The Green Hornet", a
spin-off of the "Batman" televi
sion show.
After the show's eventual de
mise, Lee develops the concept
for "Kung Fu", the popular tele
vision series that ended up star
ring David Carradine, an
American actor. Fed up with the
racial prejudice in Hollywood,
Bruce decides to go back to

Bruce Lee' s earlier films in
which the actors frequently used
trampolines to simulate leaping
high in the air.
Also, his suspicious death is
glossed over in the film. Lee was
fatally diagnosed with a myste
rious brain edema when he died
in 1973. The film sends the mes
sage that Lee was haunted by
nightmares of a demon coming
after him to take his life. His
father suffered from the same
fear and they were naturally
passed onto his son. One par
ticular eerie scene has Lee fight
ing the demon who is coming
after his young son, Brandon.
This has a very ominous ring to

Norris, Steven Seagal, and Jean
Claude Van Damme .

In "Dragon", Bruce Lee is por
trayed as a loving family man

who longs to show the world the
beauty of his culture through his
films and influence. His movie
career and eventual superstar
dom were inevitable due to his
amazing athletic ability and his

joy of life which naturally trans
lated onto the screen.
The film suffers slightly in the
fight sequences. Many of the
fights depicted did not actually
happen in Lee ' s life but are in

it in light of recent occurrences.
Instead of his death, " Dragon"
celebrates the life and legend of
Bruce Lee . It's a tender love
story of a woman who believed
in the man she loved and the

·

things he was able to accom
plish because of this love. It's
also an inspirational rags to
riches story of a man who be
came a success by following his

heart and doing what he truly

cluded to move the plot along.
Although Jason Scott Lee does
a credible job with the martial
arts combat, the style of the
fights is more reminiscent of

believed in. His premature death
has only served to reinforce the
legend which will live forever.

.
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E N U FF IS N EVE R
Z' N U F F Animals With Human Intelligence - Enuff Z'Nuff

(Arista Records)

l A Music Review by Jason Horlacher
Good things always happen in threes, and this is no exception.
Chicago's own Enuff Z'Nuff have just released a new album, their
third, hired a new drummer, and found a new home at Arista
Records. The new album, Animals � Hwnan lntem&ence, is
quite a housewarming gift It is simply brilliant
This album marks a return to the "old" sound they had on the first I
1 album, with much less glitzy production than the second. While a
return to the old may hamper some bands, Z'Nuff excels at it They
continue to blend the melodies of the 60's with the metal sound of
the 90's. The heavy influence of the Beatles is also an Enuff Z' Nuff,
staple, and it is especiall y apparent on "Takin' A Ride".
The album opens with "Superstitious", which is already catching
on at album-oriented rock stations nationwide. The first single
released is "Right By Your Side", produced by Richie Zito of Heart
and Cheap Trick fame. This hook-laden ballad has the potential to
catch on at commercial hit radio and have a good run on the pop

Hong Kong where he discovers
that he is already a big star
thanks to the Green Hornet
show.
It is in his hometown that he
eventually makes a handful of
popular kung-fu fllms. It was
here that his incredible charisma
and athletic ability were allowed
to shine. Because of his star
quality, Lee was able to intro
duce a whole new genre of fllms
to the world. This eventually
opened up the door for many of
today's stars including Chuck

WE BUY & SELL

"

USED CD's
We pay TOP DOLI.AR for your USED CD's

We sell HUNDREDS of USED CD's at

$7.99

and under

(Double and Imports sllgbtly higher)
Check out our ALTERNATIVE MUSIC and ezpanded

IMPORT CD sections! Special Orders No Problem!

charts.

Of course there are plenty of songs that have the potential for
becoming huge hits; Enuff Z'Nuff is IlQ1 a one-hit wonder. Songs
like "Innocence", " One Step Closer to You", and "Mary Anne Lost
Her Baby" are perfectly tailored for the playlists of any radio station.
"These Daze" is a good-time rocker that is sure to bring back
memories of many listeners' high school days.
Critical acclaim is nothing new to Enuff Z'Nuff, but airplay and

sales would be. In the music business, airplay equals sales equals
success. So far, Enuff Z'Nuff have produced material worthy of
airplay but not received any. It is as if they have the answers, but
nobody will give them the equations. Animals With H uman Intem
gence should change this. In fact, it could be the album that pushes
Z'Nuff to the forefront of rock-n-roll.
Just because they are a national band does not mean they have let

1 it go to their heads. On the contrary, they have remained true to their

roots by recording the album in Chicago and even shooting their
first video here.
Overall, the entire album is an excellent, psychedelic listening
experience. Younger fans will enjoy the 90's pop-metal sound while
older listeners will appreciate the 60's Beatles' influence. If Freud
were around today, he would develop a new "aural" stage; Animals
With H uman Intelligence is pure sonic brilliance. Even a human
with animal intelligence would like it.

l
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DISCOUNT RECORDS
HOMEWOOD
Halsted & Ridge

\.. 799-9900

"

MATI'ESON
Rt. 30 & Governors

481-4550

MIDLOTHIAN
1 48th & Cicero

687-6060 ..J

Professors Novel Explores WW I I
Journey Into Darkness by
Lowell W. Culver
Eurocon, 180 pages, $7. 95

A Book Review by Denio
DiFrancesco
GSU Professor Lowell Cul
ver's recently published book

Journey Into Darkness· A Nm!e.l
Qf a W2rld at :war reminds one

of that famous Rodney Dangerfield joke: I went to a boxing
match the other day and a
hockey game broke out After
reading Journey Into Darkness.
however, the reader does not
know whether to say "I read a
novel the other day and a history
h?<>k broke out," or "I read a
history book the other day and a
novel broke out" Regardless of
which approach the reader

chooses,

Professor

Culver's

book about Germany's involvement in World War n makes for
good, enjoyable reading.

Journey 1n1a Darkness uses
two different techniques to address a number of questions
concerning Germany's involvement in WW II. On one plane,

Journey ln1Q Darkness is the fietiona! story of Kurt, a youn�
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